
INDEN EST.1582 is a brand that expands 

on tradition and offers simple, modern 

designs while protecting a manufacturing 

method that has lasted for over 400years. It 

provides you a wide variety of products; 

from high quality bags and wallets with 

refined designs, to card case suited for a 

business environment , and small mirrors and 

other accessory cases made from deer skin 

with natural lacquer patterns attached. 

The World’s Most Old and Unique Leather Goods Brand 

from Japan established 1582

400 years ago, it began. 

INDEN EST. 1582

Over 400 years ago, INDEN began crafting 

durable, functional designs for popular 

Samurai warriors to use as decorations for 

war armor. 

The leather used by INDEN was so light-

weight, flexible, and unique, that the items 

were eventually recognized as more than 

just battle accessories. Many Japanese 

civilians and trendsetters began looking up 

to the Samurai warriors for fashion and 

style inspiration, and from there the 

INDEN fashion house was born. 
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What Makes INDEN Unique

Leather like Cashmere –

Highest Quality 

Deer Skin Leather

Deer skin has silky soft surface like 

our human skin, but much more 

durable and light than cow leather. 

Decoration of Leather -

Natural Lacquer 

URUSHI Embossing

Each INDEN pattern is made with 

a natural lacquer to protect the 

leather and add timeless shine.

A Secret Technique –

14th Generations of 

Family Tradition

With the protected technique, each 

of all process of INDEN is done by 

Japanese artisans by hand.

Tradition with Trend

Today, the timeless story of INDEN lives 

on. Centered in New York, the American 

fashion world has adopted the Japanese 

brand, and molded it into what is now 

INDEN est.1582.  INDEN upholds the 

traditional values of this 400 year-old 

story, bringing unique sophistication and 

modernization to each exquisite and long-

lasting Japanese product. 
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Asprey, one of the most iconic British luxury brands, has created 

a beautifully sophisticated world with Asprey x INDEN est. 1582. 

The collection is for every occasion to enhance women's real beauty.

Global Recognition  

Neue Galerie, one of the most historical museum in New York, has admired 

INDEN’s products for over years, and the collaboration of Vienna 1900’s 

design and the Japanese tradition has been successfully done.

“It is one of our most interesting and best selling wallet collections, Its 

uniqueness and centuries old artistry with beautiful lacquered patterns have 

always made it a topic of conversation with our customers and is a pleasure 

to sell. Today in a world of mass produced leather goods INDEN really shines 

and resonates with the our customers with its beautiful styling and well crafted 

pieces and the long history behind the brand.”

Buyer’s Voice
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